### FEDERAL OFFICES

**PRESENTER AND VICE-PRESIDENT**

VOTE FOR ONE

- **JOHN MCCAIN**
- **SARAH PALIN**

### CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

Failure is vote as a constitutional amendment, will have the same effect as voting NO for the amendment.

- **YES**
- **NO**

To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.

- **CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND NATURAL AREAS**

Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to dedicate funding is protect our drinking water sources; to protect, enhance, and restore our wetlands, prairies, forests, fish, game, and wildlife habitat; to preserve our arts and cultural heritage; to support our parks and trails; and to protect, enhance, and restore our lakes, rivers, streams, and groundwater by increasing the state and use tax rate beginning July 1, 2009, by three-eighths of one percent on taxable sales until the year 2034?

- **YES**
- **NO**

### UNITED STATES SENATOR

VOTE FOR ONE

- **ZOE BURLISKE**
- **Norm Coleman**
- **AL FRANKEN**
- **CHARLES HERTZOG**
- **JAMES HIEBACH**
- **Siegfried**

### UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 2

VOTE FOR ONE

- **John K. BIER**
- **STEVE SWIFT**
- **Michael M. Letzler**

### STATE OFFICES

**STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 3BD**

VOTE FOR ONE

- **RAN GARDINO**
- **Brendan**

### CITY OFFICES

**CITY OF FARMINGTON MAYOR**

VOTE FOR ONE

- **TODD ARBON**
- **DAVID BLOUNT**
- **ABEL MARION**
- **KEVIN A. SODERBERG**

**COUNCIL MEMBER**

VOTE UP TO TWO

- **DAVID RYAN**
- **JULIE MAY**
- **ADAM KNEELAND**
- **JASON E. BARTHOLOMAY**
- **TERRY DONNELLY**
- **ESMER ALBOLL**
- **Renee Inc.**
- **James Inc.**

### COUNTY OFFICES

**COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 1**

VOTE FOR ONE

- **DOUG RULES**
- **JOSEPH A. DOE HARRIS**

**SOIL WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 2**

VOTE FOR ONE

- **WARREN BROWN**
- **VICTORIA S. DOVROM**
- **SCOTT KIRKSTAD**

**SOIL WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 4**

VOTE FOR ONE

- **PETRA THOMAS SCHAFER**
- **CHRIS NIELSEN**
- **Mark Inc.**

**SOIL WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 6**

VOTE FOR ONE

- **MICHAEL T. CARR**
- **JOE NEUER**
- **Mark Inc.**

**SOIL WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 7**

VOTE FOR ONE

- **Jerald Inc.**

**SOIL WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 10**

VOTE FOR ONE

- **Jerald Inc.**

### VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT